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ABSTRACT: Photoinduced relaxation processes at interfaces are
intimately related to many fields such as solar energy conversion,
photocatalysis, and photosynthesis. Vibronic coupling plays a key
role in the fundamental steps of the interface-related photoinduced
relaxation processes. Vibronic coupling at interfaces is expected to
be different from that in bulk due to the unique environment.
However, vibronic coupling at interfaces has not been well
understood due to the lack of experimental tools. We have recently
developed a two-dimensional electronic−vibrational sum frequency
generation (2D-EVSFG) for vibronic coupling at interfaces. In this
work, we present orientational correlations in vibronic couplings of
electronic and vibrational transition dipoles as well as the structural
evolution of photoinduced excited states of molecules at interfaces with the 2D-EVSFG technique. We used malachite green
molecules at the air/water interface as an example, to be compared with those in bulk revealed by 2D-EV. Together with polarized
VSFG and ESHG experiments, polarized 2D-EVSFG spectra were used to extract relative orientations of an electronic transition
dipole and vibrational transition dipoles at the interface. Combined with molecular dynamics calculations, time-dependent 2D-
EVSFG data have demonstrated that structural evolutions of photoinduced excited states at the interface have different behaviors
than those in bulk. Our results showed that photoexcitation leads to intramolecular charge transfer but no conical interactions in 25
ps. Restricted environment and orientational orderings of molecules at the interface are responsible for the unique features of
vibronic coupling.
KEYWORDS: vibronic coupling, orientational coupling, two-dimensional electronic−vibrational sum frequency generation,
ultrafast interfacial processes, double-resonant sum frequency generation, intramolecular charge transfer

■ INTRODUCTION
Vibronic couplings could occur when vibronic transitions are
coupled with changes in the nuclear geometry.1 For a pure
electronic transition, vibronic couplings never happen since no
nuclear motions are involved. The magnitude of mode-specific
vibronic coupling reflects the degree of vibronic interactions of
molecules at interfaces. The nucleic motions move on adiabatic
potential energy surfaces under the Born−Oppenheimer
approximation. The separated motions of nuclei and electrons
are separated with negligible vibronic couplings within the
approximation. Under the zeroth-order approximation, the
amplitude of electronic transition is the product of transition
strength and Franck−Condon factor of a vibrational wave-
function of the ground state and an excited vibrational
wavefunction of a vibronic state. In this case, electronic
transitions are independent of nuclear coordinates. On the
other hand, the Born−Oppenheimer approximation is no
longer valid, and vibronic couplings could become dominant

when two adiabatic potential energy surfaces of excited states
overlap. One shall turn to the Herzberg−Teller approximation,
stating that electronic states depend on the nuclear
coordinate.1 In fact, the magnitude of vibronic couplings is
so large that wave functions could transition from one
adiabatic potential energy surface to another, leading to
nonadiabatic phenomena such as nonradiative relaxation.
Photoinduced excited-state relaxation pathways of polya-

tomic molecules in bulk solids, solutions, and gases are of
central importance in photochemistry and photophysics.2−4

These relaxation processes of excited states are involved in
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both electron and nuclear interactions, so-called vibronic
couplings. Vibronic couplings are crucial to understanding
nonadiabatic processes, especially near points of conical
intersections.1 These couplings are observed in photoinduced
charge transfer, proton transfer, proton-coupled charge trans-
fer, photoinduced isomerization, and energy transfer processes.
Vibronic couplings play a key role in determining the rate
constants for these reactions and physical processes. Recent
studies have demonstrated that two-dimensional electronic−
vibrational (2D-EV) and two-dimensional vibrational−elec-
tronic (2D-VE) spectroscopies can directly probe intermo-
lecular or intramolecular vibronic couplings of molecules in
bulk.5−17 These spectroscopies have been applied to under-
stand the correlation of electronic and vibrational dynamics
during ultrafast photochemical reaction dynamics of molecules.
On the other hand, photoinduced excited-state relaxation
processes at interfaces play vital roles in many fields such as
solar energy conversion, photocatalysis, and photosynthesis.
Vibronic couplings at interfaces are expected to be different
from those in bulk due to the unique environment. However,
vibronic couplings at interfaces have not been well understood.
Although interface-specific doubly resonant sum frequency

generation (DR-SFG) has been developed to study elec-
tronic−vibrational couplings of interfacial molecules,18−34 this
method is limited to electronic−vibrational couplings of the
ground states of interfacial molecules. This DR-SFG technique
measures both electronic transitions and vibrational transitions
in the frequency domain, losing time-dependent structural
evolution information. Recently, two-dimensional vibrational
sum frequency generation spectroscopy (2D-VSFG)35−41 and
two-dimensional electronic sum frequency spectroscopy (2D-
ESFG)42,43 in the time domain have been developed to study
vibrational coupling and electronic couplings as well as their
structural dynamics at interfaces. Our preliminary efforts show
that 2D electronic−vibrational sum frequency generation
spectroscopy (2D-EVSFG) is a promising tool to reveal
vibronic couplings in the structural evolution of excited states
at interfaces44 and may be extended to ultrafast time domains.
Interfaces, distinct from bulk media, hold unique physical and
chemical properties. Molecules are partially or fully orienta-
tionally ordered at interfaces. Unlike in a bulk solution,
electronic dipoles and vibrational dipoles at interfaces cannot
rotate freely due to the restricted interfacial environments.
Thus, we anticipate that vibronic couplings at interfaces are
different from those in bulk. The strength of vibronic couplings
at interfaces depends critically on relative orientations of an
electronic transition dipole and a vibrational transition dipole.
However, we lack the knowledge of quantitative vibronic
couplings of electronic and vibrational dipoles at interfaces.
Our 2D-EVSFG experiments will help us address ultrafast
interactions of electron and nuclear motions at interfaces. The
goal of the 2D-EVSFG work is to fill the knowledge gap in
quantifying vibronic couplings at interfaces.
In this work, we quantitatively determine orientational

couplings in polarized 2D-EVSFG measurements to properly
evaluate couplings of electronic and vibrational transition
dipoles at interfaces. Furthermore, we demonstrate that
molecules at interfaces exhibit different dynamic vibronic
couplings from those in bulk.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Laser System
A 1 kHz Ti/sapphire amplifier (UpTek Solution) (800 nm, 4 W, 100
fs) was used in 2D-EVSFG experiments. A small portion of 0.8 mJ
from the amplifier was guided toward a home-built noncollinear
optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) to generate the visible pump
pulses, producing a 9.0 μJ output centered at 600 nm with a spectral
width of 25 nm. This broad pulse was further compressed with a pair
of prisms (LaK21, Newport) to be as short as 25−30 fs with a
bandwidth less than 600 cm−1. Thus, vibrational modes higher than
1200 cm−1 in the ground state were not excited due to the bandwidth
of the pump pulse. The remaining portion of the amplifier was
directed to an OPA (TOPAS, light conversion) to generate a
broadband mid-IR with an output energy of 10 μJ. An etalon filter was
used to obtain the narrow picosecond light from the dump beam out
of the TOPAS.
2D-EVSFG Experiments
A translating wedge-based identical pulse encoding system (TWINS)
was assembled to generate a pair of coherent pump pulses, by
following the work of Cerullo and co-workers.42,45,46 A detailed
description of the TWINS and its calibration has been provided
previously.42,43 The time delay of the coherent pair, t1, was
incremented in 0.32 fs time steps from 0 to 80 fs. The time delay
between the narrow picosecond and the broadband mid-IR was varied
by a manual stage. A motorized translational stage served to adjust the
delay, Tw, between the pump pair and the 800 nm/IR beams. A
reflection geometry was used for 2D-EVSFG experiments. The pump
pulses were inclined at 40° relative to the surface normal. The mid-IR
and picosecond beams were combined by a dichroic mirror (ISP
optics) for collinear propagation, followed by a 1″ CaF2 lens ( f = 75
mm) focused on samples at an angle of 60° relative to the surface
normal. The polarization of the two pump beams, 2D-EVSFG, 800
nm, and IR beams were set to p-, p-, s-/p-, s-/p-, and p-polarized
(PPSSP/PPPPP), respectively. To avoid the absorption of the IR
beam by ambient humidity, a sealed box with a continuous purge of
dry air was used to keep the relative humidity below 1%.
Electronic SHG (ESHG) and Time-Resolved ESHG
(TR-ESHG) Experiments
A detailed description of the ESHG and TR-ESHG experiments has
been provided previously.22,43,47−50 Briefly, a broadband short-wave
IR (SWIR) from 1150 to 2200 nm was generated by a home-built
optical parametric amplifier. A short-pass filter cutoff at 1500 nm was
used to keep the SWIR from 1150 to 1500 nm for ESHG
experiments. To implement TR-ESHG experiments, a femtosecond
laser of 600 nm was generated from the NOPA as a pump. We
collected polarized interfacial electronic spectra of malachite green
(MG) molecules by using the recently developed broadband
electronic second harmonic generation (ESHG) technique.43,48 Two
polarization combinations of S-in/P-out and P-in/P-out were used in
our measurements. “-in” denotes the polarization of an incident light,
and “-out” denotes that of an output signal.
Detection System
A liquid nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) detector
(Princeton Instrument, back-illuminated 1300 × 400) was integrated
with a spectrometer (Andor-2300i, Princeton Instrument) for 2D-
EVSFG signal detection. A Galvo mirror (Thorlabs) was synchron-
ized with an optical chopper with half of the laser frequency, to
spatially separate pump-on from pump-off signals onto the CCD. Two
cylindrical lenses were positioned vertically ( f = 25 cm) and
horizontally ( f = 10 cm) to provide both spatial and spectral
resolution of the signals. A LabVIEW program was used to interface
the stages and CCD with a computer. Each data point for 2D-EVSFG
was integrated for 10 s and averaged 10 times.
Computational Details
To account for the solvation effect in the energy profiles of the ground
(S0) and first excited (S1) states of the MG molecule, the following
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equation was employed in our calculation: Etotal = Evac + Esol, where a
species’ total energy, Etotal, is the sum of its energy in vacuum, Evac,
and its solvation energy, Esol. More specifically, Evac was evaluated by
the resolution-of-identity coupled cluster singles and doubles (RI-
CC2) model51 and the correlation consistent-polarized valence
double zeta (cc-pVDZ) basis set,52 while Esol was computed by the
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation in conjunction with the free
energy perturbation method53

=E
k T

1
ln e V k T

sol
B

/ B

(1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, ⟨ ⟩ denotes the average over the
canonical ensemble at temperature T, and ΔV is the solute−solvent
coupling energy. For each of the three conformations of MG at both
S0 and S1 states, its atomic partial charges in the MD simulation were
ascertained by the restrained electrostatic potential (RESP)
approach,54 while its bonded and nonbonded force field parameters
were adopted from the general AMBER force field (GAFF).55 In our
MD simulation, the MG molecule was solvated by 1023 water
molecules as a 42 Å × 42 Å slab to mimic the air/water interface.
Along the normal of the slab, our simulation box was 40 Å long to
diminish artifacts caused by interactions between system images
under the periodic boundary condition. All water molecules were
represented by the flexible simple point-charge (SPC/Fw) water
model.56 Unless otherwise specified, all RI-CC2 simulations were
carried out by the TURBOMOLE package,57 and all MD calculations
were conducted by the CP2K software.58

Chemicals
MG from Acros Organics was used as received. Ultrapure water of 18
MΩ·cm was used to prepare samples in all experiments.

■ RESULTS
2D-EVSFG experiments consisted of four laser pulses,
including two phase-locked femtosecond (fs) visibly resonant
pulses (Ep1 and Ep2), a fs mid-IR resonant pulse (EIR), and a ps
800 nm pulse (Eps), as shown in Figure 1A. The 2D-EVSFG
signal coherently radiates in a direction obeying both energy
and momentum conservations. The purely adsorptive 2D-

EVSFG is achieved in a pump−probe geometry.59 The
temporal delays of the four pulses are defined as the time
gap between the pulse maxima of their envelopes, specified as
t1, Tw, t3, and t, respectively (we used Tw to replace t2 here).

44

The time delay, t1, is scanned for each waiting time of Tw, while
the time delay of t is measured in the frequency domain and
the time delay of t3 is fixed. 2D-EVSFG spectra contain both
negative ground state bleaching (GSB) and positive excited
state absorption (ESA), as schematically shown in Figure 1B.
The phase-locked fs pulses excite vibronic transitions from a
vibronic state, |g,v⟩, in the ground state, S0, to a vibronic state, |
e,v′⟩, in the first excited state, S1. Thus, we probe both GSB
and ESA fourth-order polarizations, P T t( , , ; )t

(4)
1 w 3 . The

2D-EVSFG electric field is a product of three parts, including
transition amplitude function in ( ), orientational function in

Tw
, and line-shape function, F T t( , , ; )t1 w 3 , which takes the

form

E T t

Y Y Y Y Y F T t

( , , ; )

( ) ( , , ; )
t

gv ev gv ev aa bb cc dd ee T t

(4)
1 w 3

V , , 1 w 3w

(2)

where ωt is the energy of sum frequency, = +SFG vis IR ,
μgv,ev′ is the amplitude of an electronic dipole moments for the
visibly resonant pulses (1 and 2), μV is the amplitude of a
vibrational dipole moment, and α is the vibrational polar-
izability amplitude. Yaa denotes the spherical harmonic form of
the orientational function as adopted in a standard form.60

Here, we focus on the transition amplitude function and the
orientational function. The line shape of the 2D-EVSFG peaks
will be reported separately. From eq 2, it is seen that the
intensity of 2D-EVSFG is related to both the transition
amplitude and the relative orientation of electronic transition
dipoles and vibrational dipoles of interest. The directions of
the electronic transition dipole from S0 to S1 for MG and its

Figure 1. (A) Schematic setup of 2D-EVSFG spectroscopy and pulse sequences of the four involved lasers, including a pair of phase-locked pulses,
a fs mid-IR, and a ps 800 nm. (B) Energy diagram for both ground state bleaching (GSB) and excited state absorption (ESA) in electronic−
vibrational SFG pathways. (C) Chemical structure of MG and its transition dipole direction from S0 to S1. (D) Orientation of an electronic and a
vibrational dipole with respect to the surface normal (Z).
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chemical structure are presented in Figure 1C. The electronic
transition dipole from S0 to S1 is along the molecular long axis
of MG, which is perpendicular to the vertical molecular
symmetry axis.61 The orientation of electronic and vibrational
dipoles with respect to the surface normal and their relative
orientation are schematically depicted in Figure 1D. Thus, 2D-
EVSFG probes the correlation of an electronic dipole and
different vibrational dipoles.
To assign peaks and quantify orientational couplings in 2D-

EVSFG spectra, we shall examine one-dimensional electronic
and vibrational spectra of MG at the air/water interface.
Broadband ESHG spectra of 150 μM MG from the air/water
interface were taken, as shown in Figure 2A. Fitting of the
spectra yielded two peaks at 633.0 and 568.0 nm in the P-in/P-
out ESHG spectrum, while one dominant peak at 568.0 nm in
the S-in/P-out spectrum was observed. From the polarized
ESHG data, an orientational angle of the electronic transition
dipole for S0−S1 was found to be ca. 37° with respect to the
surface normal. Figure 2B shows VSFG spectra of 150 μMMG
at the air/water interface for both SSP and PPP polarization
combinations. Three main peaks are located at 1622.0, 1594.0,
and 1499.6 cm−1. The calculated IR and Raman spectra are
also shown in Figure 2C,D, respectively. Only the calculated
peaks at 1632.0 and 1598 cm−1 are both Raman and IR active,
corresponding to the peaks at 1622.0 and 1594.0 cm−1 in
VSFG spectra, respectively. The calculated peak at 1532.0
cm−1 is only Raman active and is weak due to the forbidden IR
activity, corresponding to the peak at 1499.6 cm−1 in the VSFG
spectra. Thus, the peaks at 1622.0, 1594.0, and 1499.6 cm−1

are attributed to −C�C− stretching, in-plane ring stretching
and bending, and NR2 bending and rocking modes,
respectively.62 These vibrations are also visualized in Figure

S1. In addition, the calculated SFG intensities of MG in the
ground state are shown in Figure S2.
Polarized 2D-EVSFG Measurements

Figure 3A,B presents 2D-EVSFG spectra of 150 μM MG
molecules at the air/water interface at a waiting time Tw of 0 fs
under polarization combinations of both PPSSP (A) and
PPPPP (B). It appears that the two polarized 2D spectra share
common spectral features along both the electronic and
vibrational axes. The main differences in the two polarized
spectra are as follows: (1) the peak amplitudes in the two
polarized spectra are significantly different; (2) the peak at
1594.0 cm−1 is negative in the PPSSP but positive in the
PPPPP, which is due likely due to the spectral overlap of a
negative GSB peak at 1592.0 cm−1 with a positive and
spectrally shifted ESA peak of the 1622.0 cm−1 mode.
Figure 3C,D displays sliced electronic excitation spectra at

selected representative vibrations of 1622.0, 1567.0, 1520.0,
and 1464.0 cm−1 under PPSSP and those of 1626.0, 1576.0,
1520.0, and 1466.0 cm−1 under PPPPP. There are four
accessible vibronic transition (VT) peaks at 583.6, 602.1,
614.8, and 628.5 nm under PPSSP and only the latter three
under PPPPP for both the positive ESA peaks and the negative
GSB. The vibronic absorption peaks for MG molecules at the
interface in 2D-EVSFG are prominent, which are distinct from
those in bulk in 2D-EV spectra.17 These unique features at the
interface might be attributed to the fact that there are different
selection rules for interface-specific spectra than the bulk.
These results imply that 2D-EVSFG probes unique interfacial
properties of molecules. The 2D-EVSFG line shapes are
determined by a vibrational linewidth, Γv, and an electronic
linewidth, Γeg, along the vibrational and electronic axes,
respectively. It was found that more VT peaks are seen in

Figure 2. (A) ESHG spectra of 150 μMMG at the air/water interface under S-in/P-out (top) and P-in/P-out (bottom) polarization combinations.
(B) VSFG spectra of 150 μMMG at the air/water interface under SSP (top) and PPP (bottom) polarization combinations. Calculated IR (C) and
Raman (D) spectra in the ground state of MG.
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2D-EVSFG than those in steady-state ESHG in Figure 2A. The
ESA VT transitions are blue-shifted with respect to their GSB
counterparts, originating from the anharmonicity of the
vibronic potential energy surfaces for different vibronic states
as we observed previously.44,63 Spectral shifts between ESA
and GSB in two-dimensional electronic−vibrational spectra
were found to be possible when quadratic vibronic coupling
became significant for mode mixing.17

Figure 3E,F shows sliced vibrational spectra at the three
main VT peaks of 628.5, 614.8, and 602.1 nm. Two negative
GSB peaks occur at ωt = 1594.0 and 1622.0 cm−1 for PPSSP
and only one negative peak at 1626.0 cm−1 for PPPPP. These
two negative peaks correspond to those in steady-state VSFG
in Figure 2B. Such a difference in the GSB peaks suggests that
the two vibrational dipoles exhibit different orientations with
respect to the electronic dipole of MG at the interface. As seen
in Figure 3E,F, two positive ESA peaks are observed at 1576.0
and 1464.0 cm−1 in both the spectra, which were assigned to
those spectrally shifted in the excited state with respect to the
peaks at 1594.0 and 1499.6 cm−1 in the ground state,
respectively. The calculated SFG intensities of MG in the S1
excited state are shown in Figure S3. In addition, the positive
peak shows up at 1594.0 cm−1 in PPSSP, which is due to the

anharmonic shift to the red from 1622.0 cm−1 in the ground
state. The resultant spectral shifts are found to be 28.0, 35.6,
and 28.0 cm−1, respectively. Such significant shifts in
vibrational spectra suggest that the locally excited state of
MG possesses more diffusive curvatures of the potential energy
surface than those in its ground state.
Strength of Vibronic Coupling

The strength of vibronic coupling is related to the electronic
transition dipole moment coupled with vibrations over the
ground and excited states of molecules.16,63 According to the
Franck−Condon and Born−Oppenheimer approximations, the
amplitudes of 2D-EVSFG are simply proportional to the
square of the product of the electronic transition amplitude
and Franck−Condon factors, namely, | | | | |g v e v, ,eg

(0) 2 2. In
this case, electronic transitions are independent of nuclear
coordinates, and no vibronic couplings occur. On the other
hand, the Condon approximation is broken when electronic
transitions are involved in nuclear geometries. Such a nuclear-
dependent transition results in vibronic couplings. To reveal if
vibronic couplings take place upon photoexcitation at
interfaces, we further analyzed three transitions of 625.2,
609.7, and 596.5 nm for the ESA peak of 1567.0 cm−1. The

Figure 3. 2D-EVSFG spectra of 150 μM MG molecules at the air/water interface for PPSSP (A) and PPPPP (B) at a waiting time of 0 fs. Sliced
electronic spectra (C) and vibrational spectra (E) from (A). Sliced electronic spectra (D) and vibrational spectra (F) from (B). Negative: GSB.
Positive: ESA.
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lowest transition at 625.2 nm is considered to be |g,0⟩ to |e,0′⟩.
Thus, the other two peaks at 609.7 and 596.5 nm correspond
to vibronic transitions with low-frequency vibrations of 406.6
and 798.0 cm−1 from |g,0⟩ to |e,1′⟩ and |e,2′⟩. The latter was
approximated to be an overtone of the former. According to eq
2, the intensity ratio for the three VT peaks is equal to
|μg0,e2′|2:|μg0,e1′|2:|μg0,e0′|2 for the same vibrational mode of
1567.0 cm−1. Within the zeroth-order approximation, such a
ratio is related to their Franck−Condon factors, namely, ⟨g,0|
e,2′⟩2:⟨g,0|e,1′⟩2:1. If the photoexcitation results only in a
displaced excited state, the Huang−Rhys coefficient, S, could
be evaluated. The value of S is estimated to be as high as 2.25
for this mode. On the other hand, our computations show that
the Franck−Condon factor at 461.8 cm−1 close to the
experimentally measured 406.6 cm−1 has a value of 0.146, as
displayed in Table S1. Such a large difference in S suggests that
nuclear-dependent Herzberg−Teller vibronic couplings might
play an important role in the photoexcitation.
Orientational Correlations of an Electronic Transition
Dipole and a Vibrational Transition Dipole

Vibronic transitions are involved in pure electronic transitions,
namely, from |g0⟩ to |e0⟩. As shown in Figure 3, the lowest
transition of MG occurs at 628.5 nm, which is considered to be
a pure electronic transition. In other words, no vibronic
coupling in this case occurs. Thus, we shall employ the
vibrational peaks for the electronic transition at 628.5 nm to

analyze orientational information. To obtain the relative angle,
θev, of the electronic transition dipole and the vibrational
dipole, we consider only the orientational function upon
photoexcitation, namely, Tw = 0. The time evolution of the
orientational function will be described in a separate
document. To be concise, we use ⟨ ⟩ at Tw = 0 hereafter.
Here, an orientational angle of electronic transition dipole, θZe,
is expressed by a vibrational dipole, θZv, as defined in Figure
1C. In the case of the polarization combination of ZZZZZ, a
fourth-order orientational response function in the laboratory
coordinate system, (X, Y, Z), takes the form of
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Figure 4. Time-dependent PPSSP polarized 2D-EVSFG spectra of MG at the air/water interface at different waiting times of 0.5 (A), 1.0 (B), 3.0
(C), 5.0 (D), 8.0 (E), and 16.0 ps (F). (A) Tw = 16.0 ps, (B) Tw = 8.0 ps, (C) Tw = 5.0 ps, (D) Tw = 3.0 ps, (E) Tw = 1.0 ps, and (F) Tw = 0.5 ps.
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In the case of the polarization combination of ZZYYZ,
ZZXXZ, and ZZXZX, a fourth-order orientational response
function in the laboratory coordinate system takes the form of
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Equation 4 is directly related to the intensity of PPSSP by
nonlinear Fresnel coefficients and incident angles, while a
combination of eq 3 with eq 4 contributes to the intensity of
PPPPP.
To extract the orientational order parameter, D35, we turn to

time-dependent visible-pump polarized ESHG experi-
ments.64,65 Time-dependent ESHG kinetic traces for S-in/P-
out and P-in/P-out under a fs pump of 600 nm are shown in
Figure S4. From the kinetic data at t = 0, we obtained the value
of 1.546 for D35. Furthermore, we retrieved the relative
orientation angle, θev, of an electronic transition dipole and a
vibrational transition dipole by combining eqs 4 and 5 with
experimentally measured intensities of vibrational peaks of

interest under PPSSP and PPPPP. A detailed derivation of the
fourth-order orientational response functions for 2D-EVSFG is
found in the Supporting Information. Based on eqs 3−5, the
intensity ratio of PPPPP and PPSSP was plotted as a function
of θev in Figure S5. We chose two vibrational modes of 1622.0
and 1499.6 cm−1 in the ground state to compare their relative
orientations with respect to the electronic transition dipole. It
was found that the two vibrational dipoles are oriented with
respect to the electronic transition dipole from S0 to at 31.5 ±
3.0° and 35.5 ± 3.5°. These results are consistent with those
from our calculations as shown in Figure S6.
Time-Dependent 2D-EVSFG Measurements

To reveal the time evolution of the excited state of interfacial
MG molecules, 2D-EVSFG spectra were collected at different
waiting times. Figure 4 presents four representative 2D-EVSFG
spectra under PPSSP for six waiting times of 0.5 (A), 1.0 (B),
3.0 (C), 5.0 (D), 8.0 (E), and 16.0 ps (F). From the early time
to the late time, the two GSB peaks at 1594.0 and 1622.0 cm−1

and the three ESA peaks at 1520.0 and 1566.0 cm−1 become
weaker. An additional peak at 1598.0 cm−1 shows up after Tw =
3.0 ps. As the Tw increases, the signal for the peak gets
stronger. Furthermore, the spectral width at 1566.0 cm−1

becomes narrower as the waiting time increases, suggesting
that the diffusive locally excited state evolves into an
intramolecular charge transfer state. As compared with those
in bulk,17 the structural evolution at the interface is
significantly different.
Structural Evolution of Photoinduced Excited States

To examine the structural evolution of MG molecules at the
air/water interface, we chose to track time-dependent changes
in 2D-ESFG spectra. We integrated the area for three
vibrational peaks at 1590.0 ± 5.0, 1566.0 ± 5.0, and 1514 ±
5.0 cm−1 from 600 to 620 nm. Figure 5A shows kinetic
behaviors of the three peaks. The GSB peak at 1621.0 cm−1

exhibits a fast recovery time of 3.3 ± 0.3 ps and a very long
recovery process. Such a process is much faster than that of 8.1

Figure 5. (A) Time-dependent 2D-EVSFG intensities at 1514, 1566, 1589, and 1621 cm−1. (B) Simulated schematic PESs of MG at the air/water
interface (black), in the bulk (blue), and in vacuum (red), respectively.
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± 0.3 ps in bulk methanol.17 The ESA peak of 1566.0 cm−1,
generated instantaneously upon photoexcitation, relaxes as
slowly as 38.5 ± 2.0 ps, while the corresponding peak in bulk
has two relaxation time constants of 4.7 ± 1.7 ps and 9.0 ± 3.5
ps.17 Although the time traces for the ESA peak of 1566.0 cm−1

were not satisfactory, our results may give some qualitative
guidance on how the interfacial relaxations are different than
those in the bulk. Additionally, the newly generated ESA peak
at 1590.0 cm−1 shows only a fast rise time constant of 2.1 ± 0.3
ps at the air/water interface and a much longer decay time
constant. On the other hand, its corresponding peak in
methanol exhibits a similar rise time constant of 1.5 ± 0.2 ps
but decays with a time constant of 7.9 ± 0.8 ps.17

Figure 5B shows that our calculated energy gap between the
singly twisted S1 and the doubly twisted S1 drastically drops
from 0.22 to 0.07 eV upon being solvated at the air/water
interface, greatly facilitating the conformational change from
the locally excited S1 to the doubly twisted S1 that otherwise
would be energetically prohibitive in a vacuum. This change
can be partially ascribed to the solvation energy penalty on the
more polarized singly twisted S1 at the asymmetric air/water
interface if one considers its dipole moment of 9.70 Debye
compared to 7.47 Debye of the doubly twisted S1. Moreover,
our calculated IR intensity of the 1598 cm−1 mode of the
doubly twisted S1 is 275.6 km/mol, which is ∼1000 times
greater than that of its S0 counterpart of 0.32 km/mol at 1589
cm−1. This greatly enhanced IR intensity upon excitation
suggests that our 2D-EVSFG signal near 1590 cm−1 arises from
the excited state, instead of the ground state.
The change of 2D-EVSFG peak intensity is a convolution of

the changes in the vibrational oscillator strength and
population, as described in the 2D-EV experiments.17 It is
challenging to assign the peaks at the excited state of MG. In
bulk, the peak at 1566.0 cm−1 was attributed to one of two
minima of the first excited state, S1,min, while the peak 1590.0
cm−1 was due to the twisted ground state geometry. From the
kinetic data, we attempted to assign the peaks to the excited
state geometries of MG at the air/water interface. The peak at
1566 cm−1, which increases with instantaneous generation, was
assigned to be the excited state geometry closest to the
Franck−Condon geometry. Previous ab initio calculations
showed that vibrational oscillator strength increases as
molecules relax from the locally excited Franck−Condon
geometry to the singly twisted excited state.17 However, the
peak at 1589 cm−1 could not be the twisted ground state
geometry in our case, unlike that in bulk methanol.17 The peak
1590.0 cm−1 in the 2D-EVSFG spectra did not decay to zero
even after 20 ps, which is longer than that of a twisted ground
state. Thus, the peak at 1589 cm−1 was assigned to be the
doubly twisted excited state at the interface.
Previous 2D-EV studies of MG in bulk demonstrated that

the photoinduced relaxation of MG experiences both intra-
molecular charge transfer and conical intersection dynamics.17

Time-resolved second harmonic generation experiments
showed that the excited state of MG is viscosity dependent.66

To reveal the structural evolution of MG, we implemented MD
simulations to calculate the minimum energy structures of the
ground and excited potential energy surfaces (PES) of MG at
the air/water interface. Figure 5B shows a schematic PES for
MG at the air/water interface. The gap energy of S0 and the
locally excited S1 was found to be ca. 2.22 eV. For the excited
state S1, there are two geometric minima; one is singly twisted,
and the other is doubly twisted. Their energies are 0.27 and

0.20 eV lower than those of the locally excited S1. There are
two structural differences between the air/water interface and
bulk methanol. The first one is that only one minimum, S1,min,
exists at the air/water interface. The minima S1,min′ in bulk
were not found in our calculations, suggesting that the S1,min′
structure is not stable in the hydrophobic nature of the
interface. The other one is the drastically reduced energy gap
between the singly and doubly twisted excited states.
Furthermore, the energy level of the doubly twisted excited
state geometry is 0.16 eV higher than that of the singly twisted
ground state. The solvation effect does lower the energy gap
between the singly and doubly twisted states to ∼0.07 eV,
making them essentially degenerate in energy. Thus, it was
suggested that the air/water interface favors the formation of
the doubly twisted excited state of MG. The photoexcited state
relaxes from the Franck−Condon region at a time scale of 2.1
± 0.3 ps. Due to the restricted environment, MG molecules
could not rotate freely with the twisted excited state and take
long to relax to the ground state. Unlike in bulk methanol,
conical interactions do not occur within our observed time
window. The unique restricted environment does not favor the
twisted excited state to relax fast enough to be coupled with a
twisted ground state through a conical interaction. The
orientational orderings of molecules at the interface block
the excited state from rotating freely for the unique features of
vibronic couplings.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have examined orientational correlations and vibronic
couplings of electronic and vibrational transition dipoles as
well as the structural evolution of photoinduced excited states
of MG molecules at the air/water interface by developing a
two-dimensional electronic−vibrational sum frequency gen-
eration (2D-EVSFG). Our main findings from 2D-EVSFG
spectra revealed unique orientation correlations in electronic−
vibrational couplings of molecules at the air/water interface.
The novelty of this work is that we have not only quantified
orientational couplings of an electronic dipole and a vibrational
dipole upon photoexcitation at interfaces but also shown that
dynamical vibronic couplings at interfaces are different from
those in bulk. Structural evolution of photoinduced excited
states exhibits distinct behaviors at the interface. Specifically,
we have made the following discoveries:

• Vibronic absorption peaks in 2D-EVSFG for MG
molecules at the interface are more prominent than
those in bulk in 2D-EV spectra.

• Together with polarized VSFG and ESHG experiments,
polarized 2D-EVSFG spectra were used to extract
relative orientations of an electronic transition dipole
and vibrational transition dipoles at the interface.

• Our quantitative analyses have shown that the vibronic
transition of low-frequency vibrations of 406.6 cm−1

could not be explained by the Franck−Condon
approximation. Rather, nuclear-dependent Herzberg−
Teller vibronic couplings likely participate in the
photoexcitation.

• Combined with MD calculations, time-dependent 2D-
EVSFG experiments have demonstrated that the
structural evolution of photoinduced excited states at
the interface fails to exhibit significant conical inter-
actions within 25 ps. Instead, the twisted excited state
shows a long lifetime. Restricted environment and
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orientational orderings of molecules at the interface are
likely responsible for the unique features of vibronic
couplings.

In summary, we have demonstrated that 2D-EVSFG is a
powerful tool to reveal properties of photoinduced excited
states at interfaces. Dynamic vibronic coupling is intimately
related to photoinduced relaxation processes at interfaces, such
as solar energy conversion, photocatalysis, photoelectrocatal-
ysis, artificial photosynthesis, and surface photochemistry for
environmental chemistry, etc. Although the central objective of
this work was to develop a conceptual framework for
describing the dynamic vibronic couplings at interfaces, we
believe that this new concept could be readily transformed to
other interfacial systems that are relevant to the broader range
of chemists in the field of material science, photochemistry,
biophysics, and environmental chemistry as well as interface
chemistry, theoretical chemistry, and spectroscopy.
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